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Farnsworth Art Museum:
60 Years and Growing

BY GEORGEANNE DAVIS

V
“Romance of Autumn,” oil on canvas,
1916, by George Bellows

isitors to Rockland long ago realized that it has that sublime combination of a scenic downtown
full of art galleries, shops and restaurants set on the edge of a stunning twomile length of harbor filled with working lobster boats and pleasure craft. The
doyenne of all the galleries and the jewel
in the city’s crown is the Farnsworth
Museum, this year celebrating its 60th
anniversary. Throughout the summer
and autumn its exhibits feature works
drawn from its extensive collection that
celebrates Maine’s role in American art.
Continued on page 8
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more than just a garden … page 3
“Alert Wolf” by
Wendy Klemperer
greets you as you
drive up to the
Visitor Center. It is
part of the permanent collection at
CMBG
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BY GEORGEANNE DAVIS

S

Coastal Maine
Botanical
Gardens in Boothbay is

Midcoast
Arts' Listings

Above: “Mountainside Fire #4,”
1999, Dennis Pinette, oil on canvas,
courtesy of Caldbeck Gallery,
Rockland, ME; far left: “Echinacea
and Dragonfly,” 2004, Lois Dodd,
oil on plywood, courtesy of
Alexandre Gallery, New York;
left: “Lift,” 2007, Ben Potter,
plastic bag on paper.

cenic Rockport village may epitomize the image of a traditional
New England harbor, but it is home
to a museum that features some of the
most avant garde of Maine’s artists and
craftspeople. The Center for Maine
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Contemporary Art (CMCA) exhibits an
ever-changing array of works by Maine
artists, both nationally known and those
yet to be discovered.
“Lois Dodd: Directly Considered,”
on view through July 19, assembles
Continued on page 7
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NANCY LINKIN

SCULPTURE XII, handforged bronze

HARBOR
SQUARE
GALLERY
a place of beauty

The Muir Garden for Contemporary Sculpture
374 Main Street Rockland, Maine
207~594~8700 www.HarborSquareGallery.com

Squashes, Dried Flowers and Mayan Textile by Susan Beebe

Jonathan Frost Gallery & Frame Shop
Museum-Quality Framing
American & International Artists
21 Winter Street, Rockland, ME 04841
(207) 596-0800
www.jonathanfrostgallery.com
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Coastal Maine
Botanical Gardens
Host to Art and the Maine Landscape

T

George Sherwood
adjusting “Flock of
Birds” in his wet
suit, having placed a
base in the pond for
another sculpture.
BARBARA FREEMAN

he Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens (CMBG)
is located in the town of Boothbay. It started
as a grassroots organization, founded in 1991
by a group of local midcoast residents with a vision of
ornamental gardens and protected natural landscapes
with education and research programs and environmentally responsible development. Their dream was
realized last year when it officially opened along with
the newly built Visitor Center. It is truly “an oasis on
the Maine Coast.”
There are varied gardens with native wildflowers,
ledge and stonework as well as meandering forest
walks. Many examples of outdoor sculpture are on
view along the tidal shorefront paths. Some of the
sculpture, George Sherwood’s “Wind Orchid” for
example, has become part of the Botanical Gardens’
permanent collection. The current exhibit “Wind and
Light,” George
Sherwood’s
kinetic sculpture, curated by
June LaCombe,
will be on display on the
grounds until
July 27. The
sculpture is difficult to photograph: it
changes constantly as the
wind moves it.
Sherwood has
made a video
that is on view
in the gallery,
also available
on his Web site,

The rose and
perennial
garden
with coreopsis

where he has tried to capture the ever-changing views.
Art exhibitions that change periodically are
on display in the gallery at the Visitor Center.
Poetry and music influence Alan Fishman’s
“The Four Seasons” exhibit of paintings, on
display until July 7. He also writes poetry
and plays classical music, which play a role
CMBG continues on page 22

W

elcome to the second issue of the Midcoast Maine Arts Guide. In it you will find a wide selection of arts and
culture-related events, exhibitions, artists and artist studios, classes and other arts-related listings, and articles
on several arts organizations, and some short commentary by artists living or exhibiting in our area.
To all who have helped to make this a success, thank you. Enjoy the summer in midcoast Maine and thank you for
supporting the arts.
Marjorie Strauss, Editor & Art Director, Midcoast Maine Arts Guide
An annual publication of The Free Press
8 North Main Street, Suite 101, Rockland, ME 04841
207-596-0055; Fax 207-596-6698
www.freepressonline.com
Midcoast Maine Arts Guide
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ARTISTQUESTIONSOPENARTISTANSWERSARTSWHATWOULD YOU SAY
How would you describe your art work
to someone who wasn’t present to see it?
JOSEPH BARBERIO
I am working in two mediums currently — stained glass
and clay. Of the two, the clay
has the most energy right now,
so I’d like to talk about that.
The sculptural pieces are
inspired by nature, with an
atmospheric-like quality to the
surface, which is what happens
with the firing — natural,
tidal, cloud-like.
I felt that the surface needed something other than traditional glazes,
which I felt
were like putting on a coat
of paint. I’m
attracted to the
smoke firing
in a barrel,
which changes the surface in a
more natural way. I think the
appeal is that it’s random.
There’s little control over it,
other than the choice of materials put with the pieces when
they are fired.
The forms are natural, starting with a chuck of clay and
then I let my hands push it
around and look for a form. I
work in a spontaneous way. I
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enjoy letting the work develop
on its own.
— josephbarberio.com

SUSAN
BEEBE
Right now
I’m finishing
a large papier
maché sculpture of a
Great Gray
Owl that I’ve
been working on for two
months. The owl’s six-footwide wings are flared up at a
right angle, its legs and talons
extended as it swoops toward
its oblivious prey, a fat papier
maché vole crouching on the
floor. The owl is one of the
“Birds of the Boreal Forest,”
my series of paintings and
sculptures to be shown in
September at Jonathan Frost
Gallery in Rockland.
— susanbeebestudio.com

PHOEBE BLY
Painting for
me is purely
about looking
at the world
we live in and

painting whatever strikes me
as beautiful, whether it’s the
overarching green of a tree in
a cemetery or the rather sinister beauty of a factory at night.
I try to simplify the scene to
its essential elements. The colors, however, are never simple,
and the more layers and shades
the better for the painting.
—Exhibiting at the Sea Studio
Gallery, Tenants Harbor , Sept. 5-12

KENNY COLE
I would tell a story, rather
than just describing the work,
like it’s red, it’s got trees here,
its size — that would be kind
of cold.
I can think of a story for
the “Battle” painting. I can
talk about the different elements and where the images
came from. I put the images
together to see what they suggest. Some of the images came
from the Campmor catalog.
Sometimes ideas come out in a
drawing, and in this one, it
was to do with the idea of preserving the environment. There
are people who hike and camp
and enjoy the environment, yet
they have an accumulation of
equipment. I like the catalog
because they use line drawings. At one point I noticed
that they were all empty
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clothes, it
was like there
was a neutron
bomb, where
it kills all the
people, and it
leaves just
the buildings
and everything else standing.
So I imagined all these
clothes, and they are all empty,
but yet they are all posed in
positions, and they are acting
out something.
Flags have emblems on
them. The Indian came from
the Nova Scotia flag, I think.
The emblems are loaded with
meanings, like a sailor represents maritime history; the unicorn represents England, and
it’s condensed into an emblem,
and it’s flapping up on a pole.
It’s official, and it all had some
kind of meaning, and now it’s
lost. I’ve been thinking about
flags, ribbons, medals, stripes,
patriotism, which make you
feel good, but it has its roots in
military activity. We all know
war is ugly, but to get everyone to go to the war, and to get
everyone to feel good after the
war with clean bright, riviting
colors, order, marching,
stripes. So, symbols, flags,
seals, bunting, make us feel
good about war. I take that
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ARTISTQUESTIONSOPENARTISTANSWERSDESCRIBEYOUR WORKART
emblem and make a story out
of it — make the Indian come
alive, make the unicorn come
alive and make them have this
battle. It’s kind of absurd, but
take that symbol, expand it,
make a picture out of it, make
a scene, make a story out it. I
mean, it is essentially a picture, not words, and emblems
are visual.
—www.flickr.com/photos/
kennycole

ALAN FISHMAN
Each painting is like a poem,
a visual poem, referencing
nature. I’m
trying to capture a moment
in nature in a
poetic way.
For me, the
relationship
between poetry, painting and music is very
close. I don’t think of myself as
a poet, I think of myself as
someone who’s poetry supports
A painting.
the
I don’t paint from anything,

except out of my imagination;
in other words, I don’t go and
sit by a stream, or sit by the
water for reference; they are
referenced in terms of my
sense of place and feeling
about the images in the states
of being. I also play the piano
(I’m a classically trained
pianist) and one of my favorite
composers is Scarlotti. Each of
his pieces, even though they’re
only about 3 or 4 minutes long,
are entire concepts from beginning to end. What I try to do in
my paintings is give a sense of
invention, of beautiful color
(I’m not shy about using strong
color), and that there’s some
sense when I look at my paintings of a kind of feeling that
sums up what that image
means to me as a concept, or a
conceptual poem. It’s more
about poetry than it is about
the images themselves — a
feeling. I could just as well be
an abstract painter as a painter
that uses natural references.
I’m interested more in the
color, the lyricism. I’d like to

think that when people are
looking at a painting, it reaches
them on a level that’s not just
about the objects themselves.
— www.alanfishmanstudio.com

ROSE SAMPSON MCCLURE
My painting is composed of
lines on paper using ink, charcoal, or watercolor, either alone
or in any combination. When
the ink or watercolor meets the
paper, the
brush or other
object in my
hand quickly
sends it everywhere, making shapes
that move
inside, outside, and through the
lines. The forms that appear are
suggestions of images from my
lifetime experiences, influenced
by my mother, music, and a
long heritage of religious traditions. As music is played to
bring pleasure to the ears, my
painting are made to bring joy
to the eyes of the viewer.

DAVID PAFFHAUSEN
It is my ambition in painting
to describe
something I
see in the
“phenomenon
of nature”
along with its
interaction
with the spirit
or the imagination. I aim to
create a rather poetic translation of the inspirations of
nature as I perceive them.
My ambition includes an
adherence to form; therefore I
consider drawing to be important
in the rendering of the natural
world. This adherence to form
is not photographic, but blends
or harmonizes phenomenal
impressions as they are interpreted by the imagination. Colors
need not be exact, but rather they
must preserve the relationships
or harmonies as they are perceived or experienced.
Through form and color I
aim to create a visual poem
transcribing the phenomenal
Continued on page 12

FROM IMPRESSIONISM
TO MODERNISM
American Paintings from the
Farnsworth Art Museum, 1885–1935

June 21, 2008–February 1, 2009

FARNSWORTH ART MUSEUM
16 Museum Street, Rockland, ME
farnsworthmuseum.org • 207-596-6457
Celebrating Maine’s role in American art

Max Kuehne, Rockport Harbor, Maine (detail), 1919,
oil on canvas
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EVENTSGALLERIESART STUDIOS
33rd Annual
DIRECTIONS:
Maine Crafts
Guild Show

Rockland Gallery
Walk Nights
TAKE IN A LITTLE NIGHT AIR!
EVERY WEDNESDAY IS ART NIGHT
Look for the blue and white banners.
From June through September 17,
Rockland galleries and the
Farnsworth Art Museum will be open
until 8 PM.
ALSO: Receptions for new exhibitions will
be held from 6 to 8 PM, Wednesdays
July 16, August 20 and September 17

Sea Studio
Gallery

Necklace
by Jody Perry

Meet Maine’s finest professional craft
designers and artists who create gold
& silver jewelry, natural fiber clothing
and shoes, pottery, sculpture, watercolor and oil paintings, baskets, wood
turned bowls, designer furniture and
so much more.
FRIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 1
from 5-9 PM & all day Sat. & Sun.,
August 2 & 3 from 10 AM - 5 PM
MOUNT DESERT
ISLAND HIGH SCHOOL
Route 233 /Eagle Lake Road
5 miles from the town of
BAR HARBOR
Just follow the signs!
www.mainecraftsguild.com

Artists of
St. George
Open Studio
Tours (2)
TWO WEEKENDS: SATURDAY,
AUGUST 23 & SUNDAY, AUGUST 24
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 &
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
10AM-5PM
Directional maps to artists’ studios
available at numerous locations.
Check local papers for details
or call 207-372-6501
for more information.
TENANTS HARBOR, ME
galerie.taulanne@verizon.net
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Exhibitions throughout the summer
with artist receptions each Friday
evening from 5-7 p.m.:
“Painters Three,” Chuck Paine,
Art Paine and Geoff Bladon —
oil paintings & watercolors.
JULY 18-23
The Monday Night Group —
Paintings, sculpture & photography by a St. George penninsula
artist group. JULY 25-30
Jean Kigel — Watercolors, Oriental
Brushwork Paintings. JULY 31-6
Bjorn Runquist — Oil Paintings.
AUGUST 8-10
Nat Lewis and Rebecca Rivers —
Watercolors and Mixed Media.
AUGUST 15-20
Jane Herbert — Acrylic Paintings.
AUGUST 22-27
Kathleen Fox & Angela Anderson
— Watercolor & Acrylic
Paintings. AUG. 15-SEPT. 3
Phoebe Bly — Oil Paintings.
SEPT. 5- 12
ROUTE 131 IN TENANTS HARBOR
The Gallery is available to artists
on a weekly rental basis during the
summer.

North Atlantic
Blues Festival
The North Atlantic Blues Festival, one
of the more prestigious festivals on
the East Coast, will run for two days,
July 12 and 13, 2008. The event will
be held at the popular festival site,
Harbor Park (Public Landing) in
Rockland, Maine, overlooking picturesque Rockland Harbor. Some of the
top names in blues music will be featured on the Main Stage.
THE FESTIVAL HOTLINE:
Continued
207-593-1189
on page 10
Summer 2008

CMCA'S SUMMER LINE-UP

continued from page 1
over 50 paintings from different time
periods. The paintings are small, executed on site. What Dodd would later
expand on a larger canvas is here contained in concentrated form, full of
vitality and spontaneity.
“The Gleaners,” also running
through July 19, is an exhibition by
found-object artist Jesse Gillespie,
who has assembeld items collected
by artists and other creative people.
“William Wegman: Paintings and
Drawings” will be on view through September 13. Maine
Media Workshops and CMCA are collaborating on a series
of events featuring the renowned artist William Wegman,
who is a part-time Maine resident. CMCA presents paintings
and drawings, work in media for which Wegman is not well
known. In the paintings, Wegman ingeniously integrates individual postcards into larger pictorial scenes, while the drawings play with words and expectations. This exhibition highlights Wegman’s sense of humor as well as extraordinary
imagination.
CMCA’s Annual Benefit Auction takes place on August
3 at the Owls Head Transportation Museum. This annual
event is the premier auction of contemporary art in Maine
and benefits CMCA as well as the participating artists. Over
90 well-known artists contribute to the event and all work
to be auctioned is on view at CMCA starting July 26.
CMCA’s 2008 Biennial Juried Exhibition takes place
August 9 through October 4. CMCA has held juried exhibitions since 1978, and this year is proud to have three very distinguished jurors participating: Carole
Anne Meehan, curator at the Institute of
Contemporary Art in Boston; Scott
Peterman, Maine photographer; and
Andrea Pollan, founder and director of
Washington, D.C.’s Curator’s Office.
CMCA’s Biennial showcases the best of
Maine’s current art and gives visitors an
opportunity to see what’s new. This
year 89 artists have been selected to
participate in this two-floor survey.
“Road to Road,” 2008, oil and postcards on wood
panel, William Wegman

“doorbell,” 2007, pencil on paper, Melinda Barnes

“Work of the Hand” Crafts
Show and Sale, held October 11
through 19, offers the work of over
50 Maine crafts artists participating
by invitation in an event described by
Down East magazine as “one of the
state’s most prestigious craft shows.”
Beautiful, functional works in fiber,
clay, wood, glass, metal, and leather
are presented for sale, order, or commission, on two floors of CMCA.
“Sketchbooks,” on exhibit October 31 through December
20, assembles sketchbooks, draft sheets, and other first
glimpses of a creative mind at work. Artists, architects, furniture makers, jewelry makers, and other creative people share
their visual and verbal observations.
“Dennis Pinette: Fire and Water” is on view October
25 through December 20. Pinette has been a convincing
proponent and successful practitioner of Maine landscape
painting that does not respond to the state’s natural beauties
but rather to its industrial, neglected, and chaotic elements.
“Fire and Water” juxtaposes his paintings of the two elements looking for parallels and divergences.
“David Segre,” on view September 20 through December
20. Photographer David Segre’s images highlight the dynamic characteristics and unique circumstances of individuals,
the importance of space, and the intricate relationship
between the two. His portraits of people living with mental
illness or without a home question the way our beliefs in conventional behavior influence how we
relate to each other.
“Art by LINC Club Members,” on
exhibit September 20 through
December 20. LINC (Living in the
Community) Clubs are peer-run social
clubs that offer programs to meet the
needs of people with severe and prolonged mental illnesses. This exhibition of artwork created by members of
the Augusta Club is organized by artist
Natasha Mayers, who offers ongoing
art classes at that location.

ROCKPORT, MAINE

www.cmcanow.org

Midcoast Maine Arts Guide
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FARNSWORTH: 60 YEARS AND GROWING continued from page 1

“City of Bath,” c. 1927, oil on canvas, Marguerite Zorach

Post Office Studio Workshop
Etchings, Monoprints, Collagraphs & Encaustics
Hand printed Luminaires & other Light Forms

top floor of the Belfast post office

(207) 568-3224/dnpetrillo@gwi.net
www.postofficestudio.com

MAINELY POTTERY

Bringing fine Maine-made pottery to you since 1988

Open daily on Route 1 between Belfast and Searsport

338-1108 •
8

WWW.M AINELY P OTTERY. COM

“From Impressionism to Modernism — American
Paintings from the Farnsworth Art Museum, 1885-1935,”
on view through February 1, features paintings filled with the
stunning scenery and distinctive light of the Maine coast that
had an enormous impact on American Impressionists who had
adopted from Monet and his contemporaries their free handling of paint and bright colors, as well as the very notion of
painting land- and seascapes outdoors rather than in their studios. But it had an impact,
too, on the American artists
who worked there in the early
years of the 20th century.
Through painters such as
John Twachtman, Childe
Hassam, Willard Metcalf,
Frank Benson, and George
Bellows as well as Rockwell
Kent, Charles Ebert, Charles
Dana Gibson, Emil
Holzhauer, Eric Hudson,
Beatrice Van Ness, Andrew
Winter, and Marguerite
Zorach, the paintings in
“Lady in Red Holding a Cigarette,”
c. 1939, oil on canvas,
“Impressionism to Modernism”
Charles Dana Gibson
reveal the inspiration these
painters found in the unique combination of land and sea that
form Maine’s 3,500-mile coastline, its more than 3,200
islands, and its forested, lake- and stream-filled interior.
“Louise Nevelson” is also on view through February 1.
One of the most significant events signaling the
Farnsworth’s commitment to contemporary art was the 1980
bequest of Nathan Berliawsky, who bequeathed 20 works
by his sister, famed American sculptor Louise Nevelson,
who spent her youth in Rockland. Gifts of another 55 works
by the artist herself, and pieces from other family members
and donors, as well as the museum’s 1979 purchase of her
1959 white sculpture “Dawn Column I,” make the
Farnsworth’s the second largest public collection of
Nevelson’s work in the world. This collection will be shown
nearly in its entirety for the first time, spanning more than
40 years of the artist’s career and encompassing her work in
sculpture, prints, paintings, drawings, and jewelry.
“Uncommon Treasures: Folk Art from the
Farnsworth,” on view through November 30, celebrates
the Farnsworth’s rich holdings of 19th- and 20th-century
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FARNSWORTH: 60 YEARS AND GROWING
American folk art. There are paintinclude early documents of Rockland’s
ings by the nationally renowned
history as well as works by photograGrandma Moses, the Blue Hill,
phers closely associated with the
Maine preacher Jonathan Fisher, and,
Rockland area such as Kosti Ruohomaa,
fittingly, a portrait of Fannie and
Carroll Berry Thayer, and Jim Moore.
Willie Farnsworth. Folk art takes
The collection has grown to include
many forms, and the museum’s colworks by internationally respected pholection contains a carved wood figtographers who have worked in Maine:
urehead of Commodore Oliver
Berenice Abbott, Paul Caponigro, Rudy
Hazard Perry, a gilded copper weathBurckhardt, George Tice, Eliot Porter,
er vane of the pace horse Ethan Allen
and Joyce Tenneson, among others. This
“Cow,” Alex Katz
by the W.A. Snow Ironworks of Boston, a carved
exhibition will survey the Farnsworth’s little-known
and painted wood pilot house eagle by John Haley
but distinguished photography collection.
“Alex Katz and Friends” remains on exhibit through
Bellamy, and a painted child’s rocking chair. Quilts, samOctober 26. The Farnsworth’s engagement with the art of
plers, and a rare surviving ship’s banner from the late 19thits time has been intimately tied to Alex Katz, a New
century sailing ship Alice A. Hall will also be shown, along
with toys which include a rocking horse, a checkerboard, a
York–born artist who has worked in Maine since 1950 and
child-sized Bissell carpet sweeper, and a Boys National
who has established an international reputation as one of
tool chest. An 1850 painted panoramic view of downtown
the country’s foremost realist painters. Thanks to Katz and
Rockland by Samuel A. Fuller is among these examples of
other donors, the museum has more than 30 works by the
American folk art from the Farnsworth’s collection. This
artist featured in this exhibition. Katz has also played an
exhibition is part of the Maine Folk Art Trail, a statewide
important role in expanding and improving the museum’s
celebration of folk art in 11 museums across the state.
holdings of contemporary art through a series of gifts from
the Alex Katz Foundation. These include works by friends
“Picturing the Decades: 60 Years of Photography” can
be viewed through August 31. When the Farnsworth opened
and contemporaries Syliva Mangold, Philip Pearlstein,
in 1948, the medium of photography was already more than
Janet Fish, Hunt Slonem, Red Grooms, Francesco
100 years old, but in the relatively short time since then the
Clemente, Juan Gomez, and Julian Opie, all part of this
museum has collected more than 500 photographs. These
tribute to Alex Katz.

A
I
R
Art s i n
Ro ckl an d

407
4 Studios
Archipelago Fine Arts at the Island Institute
Art Space Gallery
Asymmetrick Arts
Baileywicke Leather Studio
Bay Chamber Concerts at the Strand
Caldbeck Gallery
Domestic Blend Productions
Dowling Walsh Gallery
Eric Hopkins Gallery
Farnsworth Art Museum
Harbor Square Gallery
In Between Gallery
Jonathan Frost Gallery, Frame Shop & Studio
Julia’s Gallery for Young Artists
Landing Gallery
Lincoln Street Center for Arts & Education
Lucky Dog Gallery
Lyn Snow Watercolors
Mulford Gallery
Playing with Fire! Glassworks & Gallery
Rougette Gallery
Stone Studio
The Purple Peacock Gallery & Giftsal

Country Roads

A

RTISTS &
RTISANS

24 exceptional artists and craft designers
Free open studio tour

Rockland, Maine

September 12, 13, 14, 2008

A RT N I G H T

Wednesday Evenings, June through September
Open until 8 pm

Friday, Saturday, Sunday
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Free year-round studio guide also available.

www.artisanstour.com

2008 Receptions for New Exhibitions:
Wednesday, July 16, Wednesday, August 20, Wednesday, September 17

Midcoast Maine Arts Guide

207-236-9619
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EVENTSGALLERIESART STUDIOSARTCENTERSGARDENSGALLERIES
Country Roads
Artists and
Artisans Guide
& Tour
SEPTEMBER 12-14, 10 AM-5 PM
OPEN STUDIO TOUR
A great year-round guide showcasing the highly refined skills of 24
exceptional artists and craftspeople
in Midcoast Maine. Join us for a
special weekend in September when
we open our studios and give fabulous demonstrations!
C/O MICHAEL GOOD DESIGNS
PO BOX 788
ROCKPORT, ME 04856
207-236-9619
www.artisanstour.com
avi@michaelgood.com

Summer
at the STRAND
The Strand Theatre features great
films, concerts, and other special
events all summer long!
STRAND THEATRE
345 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
For current schedule, visit
www.rocklandstrand.com
or call 207-594-0070

Strand
Anniversary
Celebration

Fame Takes a Holiday

SUNDAY, JULY 6
Annual celebration of the re-opening of the Historic Strand Theatre,
featuring open house, short films
about Midcoast Maine, block party,
and evening screening of classic film
“West Side Story.”
Open house, short films, block party:
3-5 PM; “West Side Story”: 6 PM
STRAND THEATRE
345 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
INFO: www.rocklandstrand.com
or 207-594-0070

Wailin’ Jenny’s
in Concert
FRI., JULY 11, 8 PM
The darlings of “Prairie Home
Companion” return to the Strand for
an encore performance! w/Special
Guest Maine’s own, The Jason
Spooner Trio. (Contemporary Folk)
Tickets: $25/reserved
STRAND THEATRE
345 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
INFO: www.rocklandstrand.com
or 207-594-0070

The Waifs
in Concert

"Untitled #8", 2007, Hand-Built Smoke
Fired Clay by Joseph Barberio

Northport Music
Theater

SAT., AUGUST 9, 8 PM
Australian folk rock phenomenon
THE WAIFS return to the US in
support of their newest CD, “sun,
dirt, water.” Don’t miss their only
Maine performance!
Tickets: $23/General Admission
STRAND THEATRE
345 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
INFO: www.rocklandstrand.com
or 207-594-0070

by Cassandra Danz, Mary Fulham and
Warren Leight. The story of the High
Heeled Women, a hilarious four-girl
cabaret act, takes place on the two
worst nights of their show biz lives.
NORTHPORT MUSIC THEATER
Located 6 miles south of Belfast and
6 miles north of Lincolnville Beach
on US Route 1. Handicapped accessible. General seating only. Doors
open 45 minutes before showtime.
JULY 2-6,9-13,16-20.
Sat.-Wed.: 7:30, $26; Sun. 3:30, $21.
TICKETS: northportmusictheater.com
or call 207-338-8383.
Closer Than Ever

Music by David Shire & Lyrics by
Richard Maltby, Jr. A 1989 Outer
Critics Circle winner, Closer Than
Ever is a rarely seen 1989 musical
revue.
JULY 30-AUG 3, 6-10, 13-17.
Wed.-Sat. 7:30, $26; Sun. 3:30,
$21. TICKETS: northportmusictheater.com or call 207-338-8383.
Five Course Love Book

Music and Lyrics by Gregg Coffin.
A light and campy musical comedy
that tells 5 stories of romance and
rejection.
AUG. 27-31, SEPT. 3-7 & 10-14
Wed.-Sat. 7:30, $26; Sun. 3:30, $21.
TICKETS: northportmusictheater.com
or call 207-338-8383.

Maine Eastern
Railroad
Maine Eastern Railroad is a passenger
excursion train offering service
between Brunswick and Rockland,
with stops in Wiscasset and Bath.

Climate controlled, fully restored vintage railcars allow you to enjoy your
journey from the comfort of a reclining, overstuffed chair. Always expect
a train!
4 UNION ST., ROCKLAND, ME
1-866-MERAILS
info@maineeasternrailroad.com
www.maineeasternrailroad.com

Center for Maine
Contemporary
Art (CMCA)
For over fifty years, the Center for
Maine Contemporary Art has been at
the heart of contemporary Maine art,
providing people the opportunity to
view and appreciate works by many
of Maine's best artists—from emerging artists not seen elsewhere, to the
acknowledged masters of our day.
Open 10 am-5 pm, Tuesday Saturday & Sunday 1-5 pm
(Closed Monday)
162 RUSSELL AVE.
ROCKPORT, ME 04856
www.cmcanow.org

Coastal Maine
Botanical Gardens
At Maine's first and only botanical
garden, discover exceptional ornamental gardens and stonework,
waterfront and woodland trails, a
Visitor Center with gift shop and
café, fine art exhibits, events and
programs for all ages — all on 248
spectacular acres.
BARTERS ISLAND RD.,
BOOTHBAY, ME
(10 miles from Route 1)
207-633-4333
www.mainegardens.org

BRUSH & EASEL

VISIT OUR NEW
LOCATION
Art supplies for all ages
Maine artist cards & prints
Readymade frames & matboard
Copy service

STUDIO

Traditional and virtual art galleries
7 Theater Street, Damariscotta

404 Main Street, Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-5441
hustontuttle.com
10

GALLERY

Extensive line of quality
art supplies at discount prices

Tues-Sat, 10AM-5PM

563-3559
Summer 2008
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Waterfall Arts
Focusing on Art+Nature, Waterfall
Arts has locations in Belfast and
Montville featuring art classes, exhibitions, residencies and events, with
Belfast as the year-round venue.
Summer artist-in-residence Avy
Claire’s exhibition opens July 11;
monthly artist lectures and
Celebration of the Arts on July 20!
256 HIGH ST.,
BELFAST, ME 04915
AND: 52 KINGDOM RD.,
MONTVILLE, ME 04941
207-338-2222
www.waterfallarts.org

CLASSES
Clayworks North

77A Main Street
Newcastle
207-563-6377

Maine Media
Workshops
Gallery
Located on the campus of Maine
Media Workshops, the gallery hosts
events and exhibitions featuring
work of renowned and emerging
photographic, film and multimedia
artists. Master faculty make evening
presentations in the gallery theatre.
Open June-August.
UNION HALL, 2 CENTRAL STREET,
ROCKPORT, ME 04856
207-236-8200
www.theworkshops.com

Exceptional Works
by

Fine Local Artists and Artisans

DAILY 10-5, CLOSED SUNDAY

Fine Art and Fine Craft from Maine Artists

Art space

Mid-Coast
Community
Darkrooms

is a full-service ceramics studio
offering classes for adults and children; workshops (throwing intensives, tile making, handbuilding,
Raku etc.); private instruction; rental
space; open studio; children’s summer camp; and year-round retreat
space. For information, please contact Joyce Houston at Clayworks
North 207-372-6286 or
houstonj@midcoast.com

Offers photography instruction for
youths, teens, and adults. Programs
run year-round with summer camps,
evening courses, after-school
programs, and one-day seminars.
Darkroom rentals are also available.
For more information
contact Dee Peppe.
407 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
207-594-1224

Farnsworth
Art Museum
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

A non-profit center for language
learning and international exchange
founded in 1986 in Rockland,
Maine, offering a four-week summer semester of classes in Japanese,
French and Spanish. Please call for
more information.
28 GAY STREET
ROCKLAND, ME
207-594-1084
www.languagelearning.org

housed in the beautiful Gamble
Education Center, celebrates Maine’s
role in American art by offering a
variety of programs for individuals
of all ages.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.farnsworthmuseum.org
and see page 27 for schedule

THE WATERFRONT ART GALLERY

Penobscot School

an artist-owned gallery
GALLERY
342 Main Street, Rockland

594.8784
across from the Strand Theatre
Feature Schedule
June 18* - July 13: Clarke, Fischer Eldred, Martin, Rivers
July 16* - Aug. 17: Amundsen, Daly, Dehlinger, Fox
Aug. 20* - Sept. 14: Caldwell, Dunn, Lewis, Strauss
Sept. 17* - Oct. 12: Bellmore, Cornell, Fein, Houlsen, Roitzsch
*Gallery Openings 5-8 p.m.
gallery members
Erik AMUNDSEN , Laurie LOFMAN BELLM ORE , Dan BENNETT,
Jill CALDWELL , Len CLARKE , Amy CORNELL , Anne CRONIN ,
Dan DALY , Sandra DUNN, Barbara FISCHER ELDRED,
Randy FEIN , Peg FIELDS , Kathleen FOX , JoAnne HOULSEN ,
Nat LEWIS , Jeannette MARTIN , Hannah NELSBACH , Rebecca
RIVERS , Antje ROITZSCH , Marjorie STRAUSS, Joan WRIGHT

Hours: July-Sept. 14, 7 days a week, 11-6 & until 8 on Weds.
Sept. 17-Dec. 21, Weds.-Sun. 11-6

Continued on page 13

WWW.ARTSPACEMAINE.COM

CLASSES
E X HI B I T I O N S
RESIDENCIES
EVENTS
MID-SUMMER
CELEBRATION
of the ARTS !
SUN JULY 20
1 - 5 pm

in Montville

Summer Arts Program
in Montville and Belfast

POWERING THE ARTS - SOURCING INSPIRATION

Call 338 - 2222
for complete class & event schedule

www.waterfallarts.org
Midcoast Maine Arts Guide
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207.594.1998 - 90 Mechanic St., Rockland, ME 04841
www.belmontstudios.com
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High Street Studio & Gallery
Susan Tobey White
Paintings
classes • workshops
guest artists monthly
149 High Street
Belfast, ME 04915
207 338 8990
www.highstreetgallery.com
Dance Hall Blues by Susan Tobey White

J.M. ROGERS ART GALLERY
38th year in business open 9-6 Tues-Sun June-Oct
Featuring local scenes in Watercolor & Acrylic

Located 1 mile
N. of Lincolnville
Beach
on Coastal Rt. 1
2786 Atlantic Hwy
jmrogersgallery.com
207-789-5682

ARTISTANSWERS
experience of nature, much as
the poet would of his beloved.
— Represented by Mars Hall
Gallery in Port Clyde

DINA
PETRILLO
My light
forms are
illuminated
sculptures,
some are
cylindrical,
some are flat, all are handprinted with rich color for a
deep emboss in kozo paper.
Luminarias are suspended as
pendant lanterns, sconces, and
torchieres with delicate
translucent papers wrapping
featherweight steel armatures,
while window prints and light
curtains are pressed like botanicals between glass. Lit with
both electrical and natural
light they become glowing
membranes. It’s been said that
staring into them is akin to
firelight.
— postofficestudio.com

GEORGE SHERWOOD
Imagine your own body
language; you are an organic
body. I would describe my
work as organic — it moves, it
bends and it curls, just like
human limbs. Alot of my more
recent work has an organic
movement feeling. And I think
that someone who can’t see it
would relate to this knowing
how they move in their space.
I studied mime back in the
’70s so I’ve learned about
movement
through my
own movements.
I don’t try
to get too literal with my
work, but the
imagery, like the leaves, is
there for a reason; they need to
catch the wind. It’s a nice balance of the form of the physical object and the form and
quality of the motion —
together — they have to work
together. If I get it right then
it’s a very powerful sculpture.
When people look at each
other, there is a body language
response. There’s an energy
12
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
and the sculptures are to all
intents and purposes somewhat
alive, and they are doing
something that we can respond
to, in the same way that we
respond to other living things.
The work is about motion —
the quality of the motion; it
can be quick; it can be slow;
you haven’t seen the sculpure
until you’ve seen it over a
whole year, the different seasons, the weather, the different
lights, dusk and dawn. In
many ways it’s a lot about
light, because that’s what we
see.
Once the sculptures are
placed, then it becomes a collaboration with nature. I no
longer have a say as to what
happens, with wind, rain,
snow, etcetera, and at nighttime, if they’re lit, then they
are transformed in yet another
way.
The installation is quite a
bit of work — other artists
have to know about the light,
but there are more issues with
this kind of work: balance,
wind, gravity, light, and seasonal transformations.
— georgesherwood.com

HARRY SWANSON
Coastal and
country snow
scenes, sunrise and sunsets blended
together with
accents of
humanity and
wildlife. Life forms in the universe giving rise to posssible
civilizations on colorful planets and images of space travel.
All of these paintings
embrace the full range of
lighting contrasts; light to dark
and a diverse palette of colors.
—www.hswansongallery.com

“Trackside, Thomaston” by Phoebe Bly,
oil on canvas, 2007
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CLASSES
Playing with
Fire! Glassworks
& Gallery
Hotshop & Flameworking Studios
offering ongoing classes and workshops in flameworking/beadmaking
and mixed media with resident and
visiting artists; studio rental/“Open
Torch Time.”
2008 WORKSHOPS: John Kobuki :
floral marbles, June. Nancy Tobey:
borosilicate beads, Aug. Loren
Stump: murrini/sculpture, Sept.-Oct.
Kristina Logan: Oct.
2009 VISITING ARTISTS: Sally
Prasch, Andrea Guarino-Slemmons,
Brent Graber, Jennifer Geldard, and
Stephanie Sersich/Dustin Tabor, and
Trey Cornette. Studio located at
lower level, harborside.
497 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME 04841; VISIT
www.playingwithfireglassworks.com
hotglass@midcoast.com, or call
207-594-7805

ART SERVICES
Belmont
Studios, Inc.
Specializing in fine art printmaking
and artist/gallery promotional
support. Professional scanning,
including digital image mastering and
portfolio archiving. Speciality in
botanical silhouetting. IRIS giclée
printmaking. Print & web promotions.
Web site design & gallery hosting.
90 MECHANIC ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME 04841
207-594-1998
www.belmontstudios.com

The Brush & Easel
Studio Gallery
Large selection of the finest quality
art supplies—Williamsburg,
Gamblin, Winsor Newton,
Rembrandt, Goldens, Schmicke &
Unison Pastels to mention a few.
While you are here, check out our
traditional & virtual Galleries.
Tues.-Sat.,10 am-5 pm
NEW LOCATION: 7 THEATER ST.,
DAMARISCOTTA, ME
207-563-3559
TheBrush&Easel.com
dellys@tidewater.net
Midcoast Maine Arts Guide

SHAMROCK, THISTLE

Distinctive Tile
& Design
We exhibit high standards and
exceptional knowledge of the latest
trends and classic looks. Our team
will work with you to meet all your
design needs with experienced
designers. Showroom hours:
Monday-Friday 9-5 and Sat. 9-3.
After hour appointments welcomed.
371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
207-593-9099
www.distinctivetileanddesign.com

AND

ROSE

Distinctive Celtic Gifts,
Clothing and Jewelry

TREAURES FROM IRELAND, SCOTLAND AND ENGLAND
39 Main Street. Belfast, Maine
207-338-1864

Artful Gifts

ART
SUPPLIES
Huston-Tuttle

Images by local artists
beautifully screen printed
with eco friendly inks.
■ Jewelry, handbags,
nautical, clothing,
cards & more handmade
in Maine & USA
■

Art supplies for all ages.
Maine artist cards & prints —
including Andrew, Jamie & N.C.
Wyeth prints. Ready-made frames &
matboard. Color and black & white
copy service. Stationery. Scrapbook
supplies.
404 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME 04841
207-594-5441
hustontuttle.com

seastreet
o n

m a i n

s t r e e t

a casual boutique
395 main street rockland 594-7095
open 7 days evenings July & August
Meadowdance by Lyn Snow
Screen printed by Sea Street Graphics

www. seastreetgraphics.com

Rockport
Blueprint
Creativity starts here! … with
Winsor & Newton paints and brushes, Canson/Arches paper and pads
and much more.
Watch for our monthly specials!!
24 MAIN ST., SUITE 2
CAMDEN, ME 04843
207-236-2696

FRAMING
Primrose Framing
OPEN MON-FRI 9 AM - 5:30 PM
OR BY APPOINTMENT
Primrose Framing can meet all your
framing needs. Wide selection of
mats, frames, options, and glazing.
Readymade frames and more.
Custom work, experienced professional staff and convenient location.
2/10ths mile onto Route 73 toward
Owls Head.
156 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
207-596-7476
Continued on page 16

Phil Schirmer, “Noon,” egg tempera

Presenting an.
outstanding.
collection.
of fine art.
in all media.
SUN-MON

12-5

TUES-SAT

11-5

313 Main Street, Rockland, ME 04841
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LATE NIGHT WED TILL

207.594.4775
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mulfordgallery.com
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Discover Exceptional Gardens
on the Maine Coast

DOWLING
DOWLING
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357MAIN
MAINSTREET
STREET || PO
PO BOX
BOX 524
524 || ROCKLAND
357
ROCKLAND MAINE
MAINE 04841
04841
207.596.0084 || INFO@DOWLINGWALSH.COM
INFODOWLINGWALSH.COM
207.596.0084
WWW.DOWLINGWALSH.COM
WWW.DOWLINGWALSH.COM

Ornamental gardens.
Miles of waterfront
& woodland trails.
Elegant gift shop
and art exhibits.

NC Wyeth,
Courtship of Miles Standish,
oil on canvas, 29" x 27"

Edward Henry Potthast, Lobster Shack,
Monhegan Island, Maine, oil on canvas, 24" x 30"

Emil Holzhauer, Fishermen at Cribbage
oil on canvas, 36" x 44"

Delightful Kitchen
Garden Café.
Events and programs
year-round.
Open 9–5 daily, year-round.
Admission fees; members free.
Barters Island Road
Boothbay, Maine
(207) 633-4333

mainegardens.org

Abraham Bogdanove, Pulpit Rock (detail), oil on canvas, 30" x 36"

MICHAEL GOOD GALLERY
Jewelry ~ Sculpture ~ Pottery ~ Porcelain ~ Fine Art ~ Accessories

Uncommon art for your body and your surroundings

325 Commercial St. (Rt. 1) • Rockport, ME 04856 • 1-800-422-9623 • www.michaelgood.com
OPEN MARCH - DEC. MON.-FRI. 10 AM - 4 PM • ALSO OPEN SATURDAYS JUNE - AUG. & DEC.

14
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UNIQUE MAINE-MADE ART

We invite you to come by for a cup of your favorite coffee and
browse our two floors of artwork from Maine’s most revered
artists. Conveniently located in Mid-Coast Maine between
Camden and Belfast on Route 1.
Open Monday
through
Saturday,
9 AM to 5 PM

Midcoast Maine Arts Guide

1330 Atlantic
Highway
Northport,
ME 04849
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DININGMUSICARTSERVICESART

Findings
a jewelr y galler y

PRINTING
& DESIGN
Custom Museum
Publishing

279 Atlantic Hwy. (FR12), Northport, ME 04849

(207) 338-5975

A well-established printing/design
agency in Rockland and Portland,
specializing in affordable solutions
for galleries and artists. Full-color
printing and graphic design: cards,
posters, gallery guides and perfect
bound exhibit catalogs. Fast and
affordable even in small quantities.
479 MAIN ST., SUITE 201
ROCKLAND, ME 04841
207-594-0090
info@CustomMuseumPublishing.com
www.custommuseumpublishing.com

Hours: Sat.-Sun., 10am-4pm
by appointment or by chance

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Woodsound
Studio

Beyond the Sea

OPEN: TUES.-SAT 9 TO 5:30
Guitar & violin makers and restorers
for over 30 years. Visit our showroom and play some of the finest
instruments in the world today. Or,
we can evaluate your instrument
for repair or restoration.
RTE. 1, GLEN COVE, ME 04846
207-596-7407
www.woodsoundstudio.com

Art, Gifts, Books, Espresso
74 Main St. Belfast
207 338 2100
www.beyondtheseamaine.com

DINING
Amalfi
On The Water
We believe that the best food begins
with the most wholesome products,
purchased locally and organically
whenever possible. We also believe
that a local emphasis is an important part of our success and that
only the freshest, pure, and most
flavorful foods are worthy to serve
to our customers.
AT THE CORNER OF WATER & OCEAN
STREETS, ROCKLAND
207-596-0012
www.amalfionthewater.com
Hundreds of benches, tables and chairs in stock!
WILD AND WONDERFUL teak root furniture. Each one a unique and durable
addition to your landscape. Don’t miss our huge collection of teak bowls,
spectacular wood carvings, and massive slabs in exotic wood species
Route 1, Wiscasset (just 6 miles north of Bath) • 207-882-7225
and 38 Sea Street, Boothbay Harbor • 207-633-9899
Open April 15-October 15 Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Atlantic
Baking Co.
produces a broad range of artisan
breads and pastries, made by hand
and made fresh daily. We offer
grab-and-go sandwiches, custom
paninis, soups, salads, quiches,
breakfast focaccias, coffees, teas,
cold beverages and other packaged
goods. In the summer we are
open every day!
351 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND ME
207-596-0505
www.AtlanticBakingCo.com

Rustica
Dramatic decor, affordable prices
and delicious renditions of authentic
Italian meals make Rustica the place
to eat. Newly expanded space allows
for more patrons to wine and dine
to their heart’s content. From Hot
Fired Calamari to Salmon Fettuccine,
Rustica is sure to become a favorite.
Mon.-Sat. 11am-3pm & 5pm-9pm
315 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME
207-594-0015

WINERY &
DISTILLERY
Sweetgrass Farm
Winery & Distillery
Taste hand-crafted, Maine-grown
fruit wines, ports, brandies, and
spirits, including our Back River Gin.
Tour our winery/distillery and learn
about wine and spirit production
from award-winning winemaker and
owner on our farm preserving
Union’s rich farming tradition. Hike
our trails and enjoy breathtaking
panoramic views of the Medomak
river valley. Open Daily 11-5
347 CARROLL RD., UNION, ME 04862
207-785-3024
www.sweetgrasswinery.com

SPECIALTY
SHOPS,

"Chameleon," stainless steel kinetic
sculpture by George Sherwood,
currently on display at the Coastal
Maine Botanical Gardens

Summer 2008
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SPECIALTY SHOPSFINECRAFTSART
SPECIALTY &
FINE CRAFTS
Aboca Beads
is a bead store located in the heart
of downtown Damariscotta.
Culturally diverse selection of beads,
including Swarovski, pearls,
gemstones, bone, gold, silver &
Bali findings. Open year round with
spacious on-site workshop.
Open Mon.-Sat., 10 am-5 pm
Sun. 11am-4 pm
157 MAIN ST., DAMARISCOTTA, ME
207-563-1766
www.abocabeads.com

Island Teak
Company
Island Teak Company is the manufacturer of high-quality, plantationgrown Teak Garden Furniture. Our
unique designs, construction from all
heartwood timber, mortise & tenon
joints and solid brass hardware
assure you of a lifetime of service
from our furniture. Open April 15 Oct. 15 Daily, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
681 BATH RD., WISCASSET, ME
(6 miles north of Bath on Route 1)
207-882-7225
38 SEA ST., BOOTHBAY HARBOR, ME
207-633-9899
stonesloop@gwi.net

Sea Street
on Main Street
Beautifully printed t-shirts made
with eco friendly inks. Jewelry,
clothing, handbags, & more made in
Maine & USA. We ship anywhere.
A CASUAL BOUTIQUE
395 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
207-594-7095
OPEN MAY THRU DEC.
www.seastreetgraphics.com

Brambles
Brambles is like your garden, ever
changing with the seasons. Stroll
through our shop and let your senses run wild in our little oasis.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 10:30-6,
Sun. 12-4, closed Mondays.
Fridays in summer open later
in the evening.
70 MAIN ST., BELFAST, ME
207-338-3448
Midcoast Maine Arts Guide

May thru Sept.; Fri. & Sat. 8 to 4; Sun. 8 to noon, or by appointment

Purple Peacock
Gallery & Gifts
Period inspired art for a newfangled
world! A unique fine crafts gallery
featuring handmade craft by contemporary artists inspired by the
past. Glass, jewelry, metals, wood,
ceramics & home accessories. Special
themed exhibitions. Now available
through the gallery: stunning custom painted wall finishes by wellknown local artist Jill Valliere of
Valliere Design!
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
207-596-6600
lfusello@verizon.net
PurplePeacockGallery.com

rustic furniture | hooked rugs | "earth art"

www.hedgerowdesign.com (207) 372-0655

Rt. 131 at Ridge Rd. btwn. Tenants Harbor and Port Clyde

Seagull Cottage
Fabulous Coastal Home Decor &
Gifts from the sea. Find many things
created by local artisans in over
2,000 square feet of showroom.
Whether you’re decorating your seaside cottage or need a distinctive gift
for that special person, you will be
delighted with the assortment of
treasures found at Seagull Cottage.
325 ATLANTIC HWY., WARREN, ME
207-273-2902
www.maineseagullcottage.com

Shamrock,
Thistle and Rose
We feature work of artisans from all
over Ireland, Scotland and England.
Find Celtic clothing and woolens,
jewelry, pottery, music and foods at
our shop in downtown Belfast.
39 MAIN ST., BELFAST, ME 04915
207-338-1864
www.shamrockthistlerose.com

BOOKS
Penobscot Books
One of the most extensive bookstore
inventories of ART BOOKS anywhere
– new and used. The atmosphere has
prompted art enthusiasts to say, “It’s
like I’ve died and gone to heaven!”
Come buy books on Art, Architecture,
Photography, and more.
164 W. MAIN ST., SEARSPORT, ME
207-548-6490
www.penobscotbooks.com

Summer 2008
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MUSICGALLERIESARTFINECRAFT
GALLERIES
Åarhus Gallery

Full Service Custom Frame Shop
Mon - Fri, 9 - 5:30 or by appointment

Elaine J. McNeilly, CPF
156 So. Main St., Rockland, ME
Telephone: 207-596-7476 • Fax: 207-594-7244

www.primroseframing.com

Open June through December,
10 AM-6 PM daily and Fridays until
8 PM in July and August. Contact
Åarhus for winter hours and events.
TRADITIONAL QUALITY,
CONTEMPORARY VISION
Open year round, promoting art,
music, and community. A proud
participant of BelfastArts
Friday Art Walks.
50 MAIN ST., BELFAST, ME
207-338-0001
www.aarhusgallery.com

Art Alliance
Gallery
The Art Alliance Gallery is a fine arts
cooperative representing seven local
artists. Works include oil painting,
watercolors, molded glass, gyotaku
(fish rubbings), pine needle baskets
and fabric art. Throughout the year
the gallery offers free demonstrations and reasonably priced workshops taught by gallery artists.
39 MAIN STREET, BELFAST, ME
207-338-9994

ART SPACE
Gallery
“ VOT E D B E S T O F B E S T 2 Y E A R S RU N N I N G ”

An artist-owned gallery featuring
fine art and fine craft from Maine
artists, including paintings, drawings,
mixed media, photography, jewelry,
sculpture, ceramics and pottery.
OPEN July-Sept. 14: 7 days a week,
11-6 & until 8 on Weds.
Sept. 17-Dec. 21, Weds.-Sun. 11-6
342 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
across from the Strand
207-594-8784
www.artspacemaine.com

Asymmetrick Arts
Providing an outlet for emerging
and established modern artists in
the Midcoast Maine area and
beyond. A contemporary rotating
collection of all mediums and ideas
makes Asymmetrick Arts a unique
destination.
OPEN MON.-SAT. 10 AM-5:30 PM
499 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
207-594-2020
www.asymmetrickarts.com
18
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Beyond the Sea
Very special gifts, books (new and
used), art and espresso. A warm,
comfortable haven for women and
men! Relax, delight in exploring a
gift or book of that certain quality
which brings as much pleasure to
the giver as the receiver. Select a
beautiful work of art by local artists,
and more. A distinctive gift shop.
74 MAIN ST., BELFAST, ME
207-338-2100

Cherry Gallery
Cherry Gallery is one of the country’s leading dealers in
Adirondack/rustic furniture and
accessories. Other antiques displayed in their spacious gallery
include sporting art and landscape
paintings, vintage garden furnishings, textiles, Northeastern Native
American objects, and folk art.
27 CHURCH ST.,
DAMARISCOTTA, ME
207-563-5639
www.cherrygallery.com

Domestic Blend
Fine Art Gallery
Offering an eclectic blend of artists,
styles, and media. From oils and
watercolors, to pottery and sculpture, to jewelry and photography
we have something to appeal to
almost everyone.
405 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
207-596-0327
www.domesticblendproductions.com

Dowling Walsh
Gallery
Representing over 20 of New
England’s finest artists. Including
exceptionally important 20-21st
century Monhegan Island and Maine
artwork. The Gallery is located
across Main Street from the
Farnsworth Art Museum, in a newly
renovated 5,000+ square-foot
historic building.
357 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME
207-596-0084
info@dowlingwalsh.com
www.dowlingwalsh.com
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GALLERIESSHOPSFINECRAFTSART
The Drawing
Room
celebrates its fifteenth year in St.
George! Artists include P. Anderson,
J. Derbyshire, C. Hyde, Wm. Martin,
Scott-Hansen, F. Wells and D. Winship.
864 RIVER ROAD (RTE. 131)
ST. GEORGE, ME
207-372-6242

Julia's Gallery
for Young Artists
OPEN: Weds. 12-8 PM,
Thurs. - Sun. 12-5 PM
JUNE 19 - AUGUST 31, 2008
A nationally recognized, studentdirected gallery at the Farnsworth
Art Museum, curates the artwork of
Maine teens. “Graffiti,” this summer's exhibition, incorporates elements of urban street art and mural
paintings produced by student artists.
30 ELM ST.; ROCKLAND, ME
Farnsworth Art Musem Campus
207-594-2983
www.farnsworthmuseum.org/
education

The Firehouse
Gallery
The Firehouse Gallery offers a mixture of dramatic fine arts and
unique offerings, both whimsical
and out of the ordinary. Each year
multiple exhibits unveil an abundance of exciting paintings, sculpture, jewelry, ceramics, folk art and
playful mixed media constructions.
ONE BRISTOL ROAD
DAMARISCOTTA, ME
207-563-7299
info@thefirehousegallery.com
www.thefirehousegallery.com

DINE

Hedgerow
Distinctive rustic furniture,
hooked rugs, ‘earth’ art.
May thru September,
Friday & Saturday 8 to 4;
Sunday 8 to noon.
ROUTE 131 AT RIDGE ROAD
between Tenants Harbor &
Port Clyde
207-372-0655
www.hedgerowdesign.com

with a
RESTAURANT AND BAR
596-0012

VIEW
AMALFIONTHEWATER.COM

12 WATER STREET, ROCKLAND

J.M. Rogers
Art Gallery
38th year in business specializing in
the powerful, vibrant watercolors
and acrylics of award-winning artist
J.M. Rogers. Our red barn type
gallery is located 1 mile north of
Lincolnville Beach.
Open 9-6, Tues.-Sun. June-Oct.
2786 ATLANTIC HWY. (RT. 1)
207-789-5682
jmrogersgallery.com

Distinctive Tile & Design
288 St. John Street
Portland, ME 04102
Ph. 772-4344

Jonathan Frost
Gallery and
Frame Shop

371 Main Street
Rockland, ME 04841
Ph. 593.9099

www.distinctivetileanddesign.com
6x6 Moorish Field by Meredith Art Tile®

Museum-quality framing.
Exhibitions with Amercian &
international artists. Instruction in
painting and drawing.
SUMMER HOURS: 9-5 Mon.-Sat.;
Open Weds. ”til 8
21 WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, ME
Jonathan Frost
596-0800
www.jonathanfrostgallery.com

Harbor Square
Gallery
For 27 years, New England’s premier
gallery featuring fine art, contemporary craft, and fine custom jewelry.
374 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME 04841
Thomas O’Donovan
207-594-8700
HarborSquareGallery.com
hsg@midcoast.com
SUMMER HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10 am5 pm, Weds. Eves until 8 pm,
Sun. 11 am-4 pm
Midcoast Maine Arts Guide

Painting by Rose Sampson McClure

VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CALL FOR SHOW TIMES
STRAND THEATRE • 345 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
( 207 ) 594 - 0070 W W W. R O C K L A N D S T R A N D. CO M
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Tools for the Earth…Gifts for the Heart

GALLERIES
Lucky Dog
Gallery

Discover delights for your home and garden
in our new location.
n
n

207-338-3448 • 70 MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE 04915

FIRESIDE POTTERY
Rte. 90,
Warren,
ME 04864

207-273-3767

Open daily, year round. We offer
giclée photographic prints of Maine’s
coastal and natural beauty. Oceaninspired, hand-built and wheelthrown pottery, exquisitely glazed.
Lucky Dog Gallery also represents
many Maine artists. Our hope is that
we are able to share a bit of Maine
with you.
373 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
207-596-0120
www.luckydoggallery.com

Lyn Snow
Watercolors
Known for her clean lyrical
approach, Lyn captures the mood
and essence of flowers; the elegance
of a wedding bouquet, the charm of
wildflowers and the drama of irises.
The gallery contains a selection of
original watercolors, two giclees,
and limited-edition & open-edition
reproductions.
369 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
207-594-3090
www.lynsnow.com

Mainely Pottery

The affordable & elegant solution

Whether you are looking for a gift for
yourself or a friend, Mainely Pottery
has the wide selection you’ve been
hoping to find in studio pottery. The
gallery at Mainely Pottery features
well-designed pottery in stoneware,
porcelain, earthenware and raku clays
made by 28 professional potters.
181 SEARSPORT AVE.,
BELFAST, MAINE 04915
207-338-1108
info@mainelypottery.com

Michael Good
Gallery
OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 10 AM-4 PM,
Saturdays June - August & Dec.
Uncommon art for your body and
surroundings. Featuring jewelry, fine
art, and crafts from the US and
abroad. Avi Good
325 COMMERCIAL ST.
ROCKPORT, ME 04856
207-236-9619
800-422-9623
www.michaelgood.com
avi@michaelgood.com

Mulford Gallery
Presenting an outstanding collection
of fine art in all media.
Representing over 40 artists. Special
upcoming shows include: July 16 —
Mimo Gordon Riley and Ken Beck;
August 29 — Farscapes; September
17 — Beyond the Comfort Zone.
313 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
207-594-4775
MulfordGallery.com

Northport
Landing Gallery
We invite you to come by for a cup
of your favorite coffee and browse
our two floors of artwork from
Maine’s most revered artists.
Conveniently located in Mid-Coast
Maine between Camden and Belfast
on Route 1.
Open Monday - Saturday,
9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
1330 ATLANTIC HIGHWAY
NORTHPORT, ME 04849
207-338-2210
NorthportLandingGallery.com

"Battle"
22x30" ink
on paper by
Kenny Cole
20
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Prismglass
Gallery & Café
Watch resident glass blower/owner
Patti Kissinger in the barn demonstrate this age-old craft. In addition
to her own works, the gallery represents 100 of the finest glass artists
in the U.S. Gallery cafe serves
Italian and traditional New England
cuisine in a fun, artistic atmosphere.
297 COMMERCIAL ST.,
ROCKPORT, ME
207-230-0061
"Pensive Feet” 2008, window print, high
emboss collagraph with chine colle on
kozo, pressed in glass by Dina Petrillo

Ocean House
Gallery at Rose
Cottage
Located at the end of Rt. 131S,
steps away from the harbor in Port
Clyde. 2008 season includes exhibitions featuring works by: Lois Anne,
Robert Brown, Jerry Cable, Susan
Cooney, Robert Hamilton, Nat Lewis,
Steve Lindsay, Christine McLarty,
Randy Fein, Caleb Stone, Don Stone,
Jerry Weiss, Kitty Sweet Winslow,
Jamie Wyeth.
Open Daily
870 PORT CLYDE RD., RT. 131S
PORT CLYDE, ME 04855
207-372-6930 and 207-372-6691

Samson Gallery
981
Rose Samson McClure’s art work is a
mixture of spontaneity and color
combinations. Her designs have a
fascinating sense of balance, energy
and movement. Music, a part of
Rose’s everyday experience, lends a
rhythmic feel to her paintings.
981 ATLANTIC HWY.
NORTHPORT, ME
207-338-9710
rssmcclure@yahoo.com

“Mystery Of One” 5-1/2'x3-1/2' Acrylic on Canvas

interior art
JUDITH OLSON
rockport maine
603-219-6283

interiorart@hotmail.com

The Working Art
Gallery & Aina
Moja Shop

Phoenix Loft
Gallery
Phoenix Loft Gallery is located in the
center of downtown Belfast and is
therefore part of the hustle and bustle
of this lovely harbor town. Located in
the historical Phoenix Row block, the
gallery has over 1,700 sq. ft. of beautifully renovated exhibition space. In
addition, the gallery also maintains
and offers charming 1- and 2-bedroom living suites made available to
guests visiting Belfast as well as visiting artists for workshops and art
retreats.
159 HIGH ST., BELFAST, ME
207-338-0087
phoenixrow.com

Offering the work of gallery
owners/artists Celene Farris and
Louis Masciovecchio, plus other
visiting Maine artists. Also unique,
handcrafted, native Africa art from
Kenya in Aina Moja Shop located in
gallery. Inernet sales and shipping
available. Open all year.
65 MAIN ST., BELFAST, ME 04915
207-338-4820
www.TheWorkingArtGallery.com
Continued
on page 24
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Asymmetrick Arts
499 Main Street
Rockland, ME
www.asymmetrickarts.com
207.594.2020
Helix Suited Queen, (Digital) Vinyl on Panel, 2008, Jared Cowan
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Featuring…

continued from page 3

CMBG

Plein air
paintings

Workshops
Artist Retreats
Accommodations
Belfast, Me.
159 High St. 04915

338-0087
phoenixrow.com

“Autumn Journey,” acrylic on canvas, ©Alan Fishman 2008.
On view at the Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens

in his style of painting. See his commentary in the “Artist
Questions” article on page 5. The gift shop is worth a
visit, with nature-themed fine art and craft, as is the cafe,
with views looking out on the gardens.
Learning opportunities about the natural world are many
and varied, with a full schedule year-round that includes
speakers who are well known in the gardening world.
Events for children include the popular fairy village festival. This will include building fairy houses, wands and
crowns; stories and readings by authors and presenters;
fairy games, fairy teas, live performances, with a ballet on
the Great Lawn. Check out the following schedule for
more information.

Penobscot School
28 Gay Street • Rockland
JULY TERM - JUNE 30 - JULY 24
Beginning Japanese, Basic Japanese Calligraphy
Summer French, Summer Spanish
July 12 - Quatorze Juillet, 5:30 PM
July 8, Aug. 5 - Public Receptions - English Immersion Program, 5:30

PM

ART EXHIBITS AND RECEPTIONS
Entry to art exhibits and art show receptions at the
Gardens is free for members and with regular admission
for non-members. A portion of the proceeds from the sale
of art benefits the Gardens.
May 31 – July 7: “The Four Seasons,” Acrylics by Alan
Fishman. An exhibit of colorful landscapes, seascapes and
paintings of the earth and air.

www.languagelearning.org or call 207.594.1084

June 11 – July 27: “Wind & Light” exhibit of kinetic
sculpture by acclaimed artist George Sherwood of
Ipswich, Massachusetts. On view through July 27.

INDIGO GALLERY
The Natural Beauty of Maine
94 Main Street
Belfast, ME 04915
207-338-6448
www.du4photo.com
Photographic Ar t by
Charles Laurier Dufour
Specializing in Nudes and Nature
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• Wednesday, June 25: Tour of the show with curator June
LaCombe, at 10 a.m. The cost is $5 for members, and $12
for non-members (includes Gardens admission). LaCombe
will guide visitors through Sherwood’s exhibition of
unusual and fascinating kinetic sculpture, shedding light on
the artist’s process and work and how the pieces are sited.
July 9 – July 26: John Whalley “Near At Hand” —
paintings and drawings of extraordinary detail and beauty.
• Wednesday, July 9: Opening reception, 5 p.m.
• Sunday, July 13: Artist’s Talk, 2 p.m.

Joyce Houston
68 Boulder Hill Rd.
St. George, ME 04860
207.372.6286

July 29 – August 11: “The Flower Girls” exhibit of
black-and-white photographs by Patrisha McLean
• Sunday, August 3: Artist’s Talk, 2 p.m.; reception 3 to 5
p.m.

Creativity Starts Here!

August 14 – September 30: Anna B. McCoy, oils and
watercolors by this talented member of the McCoy and
Wyeth families of artists.
• Saturday, August 16: 5 to 7 p.m.: Public reception for
the artist.

...with Winsor & Newton
Paints & Brushes
Canson/Arches Paper & Pads
& Much More...
Watch for Our Monthly
Specials!!

Plein-Air Paint Off/Wet Art Sale
Saturday, July 5 (rain date, Sunday, July 6)
OPEN TO ALL ARTISTS
check the Web site for sign-up requirements
(www.MaineGardens.org) or call the Gardens at 6334333 for more information. The artists, who receive free
admission for the day, can arrive beginning at 9 a.m. and
can set up anywhere on the grounds and paint until 2:30
p.m. They will then bring their paintings to the Great
Lawn and display them on their own easels for sales and a
reception from 3 to 4:30 p.m.

24 Main St. Suite 2 • Camden, ME 04843
800-698-2696 / 207-236-2696 • FAX 207-236-3847

On the road to Monhegan, visit

THE DRAWING ROOM
Fine Art and Illustration
864 RIVER RD. (RTE. 131), ST. GEORGE, MAINE

The maximum painting size is 24x30 inches; the medium is the artist’s choice. A botanical theme is suggested.
A 30% commission to benefit the Gardens is expected
on sales of pieces created on the grounds, whether sold
at the Gardens or subsequently in the artists’ studios.
CMBG continues on page 26

A FINE-ARTS GALLERY
IN MIDCOAST MAINE
REPRESENTING LOCAL ARTISTS:
Judith Fischer: fiber, oil,
watercolor
Tom Ingram: fish rubbing
(gyotaku)
Janice Spaulding-Zysk: drawing
Jim Budd: watercolor
Jacqueline Dunham: watercolor
39 Main Street, Belfast, ME
Bruce Grantham: glass
207.338.9994
Anne Cronin: watercolor
Midcoast Maine Arts Guide

houstonj@midcoast.com

Adult & Children
Classes
Workshops
Studio Space

Summer 2008

July: Jane Derbyshire, Paintings
August: 15th Anniversary
Drawing Show at The Drawing Room:
The Fine Art of Illustration,
Featuring Philip Anderson
PLEASE

PHONE FOR HOURS:

(207) 372-6242

157 MAIN STREET • DAMARISCOTTA • 207.563.1766
www.abocabeads.com
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“Field of Robbins,”
oil on canvas by
David Paffhausen

H. SWANSON GALLERY
U.S. RTE. 1 LINCOLNVILLE BEACH (207)789-5559

GALLERIES
Tidemark Gallery

Lyn Snow Watercolors

The Gallery features special exhibits
throughout the year, along with rottating exhibits celebrating the artistic vision of local artists. Displays
include fine art, prints, cards, books,
porcelain, fabric art, carvings and
jewelry. Hours: Tuesday through
Saturday, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
902 MAIN ST., WALDOBORO, ME
207-832-5109
www.tidemarkgallery.com

Also featuring
Sue Shane
Sarah Richards
10-5 Monday-Saturday
Originals &
Limited Edition Prints
369 Main Street, Rockland • www.lynsnow.com • 594-3090

The Waterfront
Art Gallery
A fabulous new gallery run by local
artists for local artists. Oils, pastels,
watercolor, gouache, handcrafted
jewelry, pottery, sculpture and more.
Featured artists include Lucy
Harrington, Pam Cabanas , Abbie
Williams, Bob Drake, Ann Sklar, and
Patti Baker
Summer Hours: Tues.-Sun. 11-6
77A MAIN STREET, NEWCASTLE, ME
207-563-6377

Cherry Gallery
Antiques & Art

High Street Studio
and Gallery
Paintings by Susan Tobey White.
Many react with a smile as they see
the canvases of vibrant dancers,
landscapes and a newer, “Cherished
Memory” series of mothers and children. Visit the studio to see works in
progress. Guest artists and craftspeople throughout the season.
Classes and workshops available.
149 HIGH ST., BELFAST, ME
207-338-8990
www.highstreetgallery.com

Specializing in quality antique rustic furnishings,
sporting, Native American, and folk art.

27 Church Street Damariscotta

Since 2003, Indigo Gallery has
featured photographic art by Maine
native Charles Laurier Dufour.
Specializing in nature and nudes,
Dufour’s award-winning photography has been published in books
and magazines. Traditional
landscapes, seascapes, and studio
photography is also featured.
94 MAIN ST.
BELFAST, ME
207-338-6448
www.du4photo.com

H. Swanson
Gallery
Maine & New England fine art paintings in oil, acrylic and watercolor.
Seascapes, landscapes, universe
astronomy and commissions on
request. These are creative realist
impressionism works sold framed
or unframed.
Open most days 10 am- 5pm
U.S. ROUTE 1
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH, MAINE
207-789-5559
www.hswansongallery.com

ARTIST STUDIOS
Judith Olson
Classical portraiture. Customized
art work for home or business
and visionary art work.
ROCKPORT, MAINE
Cell: 603-219-6283
interiorart@hotmail.com

563.5639

www.cherrygallery.com
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Indigo Gallery

“Autumn Harbor” by Harry Swanson
Summer 2008
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Kathleen A. Fox
Art Studio
OPEN: PLEASE CALL 372-8863
ANY TIME OR STOP IN.
Local watercolor scenes of people
and boats primarily of St. George,
Maine. 22 BLACKBERRY HILL ROAD
off of Turkey Cove Road
TENANTS HARBOR, ME 04860
Also showing at the Sea Studio
Gallery, Rte. 131, Tenants Harbor,
August 28-Sept 3. 12-6 PM daily.
Opening 5-8, Friday, August 29.
www.mainewatercolors.biz
kathleen@mainewatercolors.biz
207-372-8863

407 Studios
Come upstairs for a visit to the second floor of 407 where 6 artists
have their working studios. Painting,
printmaking, illustration, sculpture,
mixed media, baskets, photography
and dance. Commissions welcomed.
Classes and private lessons offered.
Open Wednesday evenings July and
August & by appointment.
407 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
Lois Anne, 207-594-0504
Susan Beebe: susanbeebestudio.com;
Mid-Coast Community Darkrooms/
Dee Peppe, 207-594-1224;
Shalimar’s Dance Studio,
207-975-3317; Anne McMath:
windingwaywatercolors.org; Marjorie
Strauss: marjoriestrauss.com

Post Office
Studio Workshop
Dina Petrillo, from New York City, is
a midcoast artist working out of her
studio in Belfast. Her light sculptures
were shown recently at Carver Hill
Gallery and College of the Atlantic's
Blum Gallery. With a B.A. from COA
and M.A. from Columbia University,
she’s exhibited in Maine, New York,
North Carolina and South America.
WORK CAN BE SEEN ON FRIDAY
NIGHTS THIS SUMMER IN BELFAST
AND BY APPOINTMENT.
Top floor of the Belfast Post Office
207-568-3224
dnpetrillo@gwi.net
www.postofficestudio.com
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Findings
Open Saturdays & Sundays, 10 AM-4
PM through summer, by appointment
or by chance. A small gallery space
at the studio of jewelry artist Lori
Lacey featuring her unique, colorful
signature collection created from
recycled titanium jet turbine blades,
beautiful handmade chains,
gemstones and more.
279 ATLANTIC HWY., FR12 (RT. 1)
NORTHPORT, ME
(look for the funky spiral sign)
207-338-5975

Jane Alden
A charming shop featuring bath &
body products, jewelry, Zutano kid's
clothing, children's prints, books,
toys and so much more.
We also offer preservation picture
framing and custom decorative mirrors made to order.
6 MAIN ST., CAMDEN
Open 7 days a week

Kathleen A. Fox - Art Studio
22 Blackberry Hill Rd., Tenants Harbor, Maine

207-372-8863
Please call for appointment
Local Watercolors ~ www.mainewatercolors.biz ~ Boat Commissions

POTTERY
SHOWROOM
Fireside Pottery
Elegant and functional hand built
pottery is created to enhance the
rituals of daily life. Subtle and
striking glazes. Distinct designs
in porcelain and stoneware.
1478 CAMDEN RD. (RTE. 90)
WARREN, ME 04864
Nancy Button
207-273-3767

D R AW I N G S

ROCKLAND PUBLIC LIBRARY

Drawings by
Dan Kirchoff
Prints made to order, $30 each,
same size as original drawing
on 13 x 8-1⁄2" watercolor paper.
Call 763-4134 or visit
www.dankirchoff.com.
Look for his drawings in the
Free Press.
Summer 2008

Sea Studio Gallery, Rte. 131, Tenants Harbor
Labor Day Weekend 2008

We are pleased to announce
the opening of our new location
at 6 Main Street, Camden.
In addition to specialty gifts we offer
preservation picture framing including:
• archival mats
• archival mounting
• conservation/museum glass
• UV acrylic
• hand wrapped fabric mats and liners
• needle and fabric art mounting and framing
• French and Italian mats
• wide selection of moulding
• 22k gold frames
• closed corner and hand finished frames
• creative designs
• exceptional customer service
• over thirty years experience in custom picture
framing with a background in Fine Arts

Open 7 days a week

230-1222
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WORKSHOPS GALLERY
2008 EXHIBITION SCHEDULE
Preview of Maine Media Workshops
Benefit Auction of Photographs
10 June – 24 June
Opening Tuesday 10 June from 6:30 – 8:00 pm

Wegman Outdoors
28 June – 23 July

Two Generations:
Paul & John Paul Caponigro
26 July – 22 August
Opening Saturday 26 July from 4:00 – 6:00 pm

35 Years of Photography in Union Hall
26 August – 10 October
Opening Tuesday 26 August from 6:30 – 8:00 pm
Gallery Hours: Monday – Wednesday 11:30 am – 8:00 pm
Thursday – Friday 11:30 am – 5:00 pm, Saturday 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
t

 Central Street

t

Rockport, Maine

gallery@theworkshops.com t www.theworkshops.com t 207.236.8200

FINE ART G ALLERY
Featuring work by Carol Sebold, Louise Frechette, Carol Latta,
Kimber Lee Clark, Derryll Brudzinski, Jennifer Huppe,
Janis Sanders, Chris Gamage, Megan Cafferata, and Jeanne Dawson

Offering an eclectic blend of
Artists, Styles & Media
405 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
207-596-0327
www.domesticblendproductions.com

continued from page 23
SPECIAL EVENTS
4th Annual Books & Blooms Book Fair
Saturday, July 12, 12:30 to 3:30 p.m. Free with regular
Gardens admission. The Books & Blooms book fair at the
Gardens pairs readers with their favorite authors for conversation, readings and book signings. More than 60 authors,
many of whom have received major awards, will be at the
Gardens for this event. Books are available for sale. Cosponsored by Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance.
Preview Party for Antiques in the Gardens
Honorary Chair: Martha Stewart Wednesday, July 16 (Patrons
5 to 8 p.m.; all other guests 6 to 8 p.m.) Patrons $100; all other
guests $45. This event is not only a chance to be the first to
see and purchase from the exciting antique show selection, but
also an opportunity to enjoy time with Martha Stewart.
Patrons will have an additional hour to enjoy the company of
the show’s honorary chair and will enjoy wines and gourmet
hors d’oeuvres served throughout the evening.

Opening Saturday 28 June from 4:00 – 6:00 pm

Union Hall

COASTAL MAINE
BOTANICAL GARDENS

Maine Fairy House Festival
Friday - Sunday, August 8, 9 & 10, 1 to 4 p.m. each day.
Free for members and with Gardens admission fee for
non-members. At this magical event, enjoy building fairy
houses, wands and crowns; stories and readings by popular
authors and presenters; fairy games; fairy teas; live performances, including ballet on the Great Lawn; display
fairy houses and the great bubble machine.
An Evening of Moonlight, Music and Magic
Thursday, August 14, 6 p.m. cocktails; 7 p.m. dinner.
$150. This major fund-raiser’s fabulous food and exciting
features will make it one of the most memorable events of
the season! Dance to tunes played by the Coronados (New
England’s #1 dance band). Dine on hors d’oeuvres followed by a three-course plated dinner from Belle Fete in
Brunswick. Enjoy libations from the open bar. Bid on fine
art in a silent auction. Be on the spot for the announcement of the winner of a Toyota Prius.
CONTINUING PROGRAMS
Free guided tours two days a week: At 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
on Thursdays and Saturdays, trained volunteer docents will
lead tours highlighting the plants, history, and stories of the
Gardens. Call for dates and times.
First Wednesdays: Free admission for all year-round residents of the Boothbay peninsula, including Boothbay and
Boothbay Harbor, Southport,
and Edgecomb.
Tuesdays in June, July, and
August – Storytime in the
Forest: From 10:30 to 11:30
a.m. on summer Tuesdays,
readers and storytellers will
entertain and delight youngsters in these free programs in
the Ceremonial Glade, beside
the Central Gardens. Free with
regular admission.
“Wind Orchid,” by George Sherwood
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FARNSWORTH art classes and workshops
Class
oror
toto
register,
the
Education
Classsizes
sizesare
arelimited;
limited;forformore
moreinformation
information
register,call
call
the
Education
Department
at 207-596-6457,
ext. 146
or goat
online
at farnsworthmuseum.org/education.
Department
at 207-594-4299
oror
go103,
online
farnsworthmuseum.org/education!
Lecture Series
Wednesday, June 25, 6 p.m.
Impressions the American Way: The
Farnsworth’s Impressionist
Collection
with David Farmer, interim President
and C.E.O. of the Center for Maine
Contemporary Art in Rockport
Free with museum admission

Wednesday, July 9, 6 p.m.
Louise Nevelson: A Celebration
(working title)
$10 members, $15 non-members
Wednesday, July 16, 6 p.m.
Charles Dana Gibson: The Gibson
Girl and Maine
with Stephen May, independent
historian and writer
Wednesday, July 23, 6 p.m.
The Farnsworth: At the Beginning
with Michael Komanecky, Chief
Curator of the Farnsworth
Wednesday, August 6, 6 p.m.
Poetry at the Farnsworth
with Kathleen Ellis, author of three
collections of poetry
Free with museum admission
Wednesday, August 13, 5 p.m.
At Home by the Sea
with Brian Vanden Brink,
photographer, and Bruce Snider,
senior editor of Custom Home
magazine

Classes and Workshops
To register for any classes or workshops please contact the Education
department at 207-596-6457, ext.
146 or 103, or to register online go
to the Education section of the
museum web site at
farnsworthmuseum.org

Children
Art Camp with Kristine Biegel
Monday-Friday, July 14-18
Ages 9-12, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Members $125, non-members $150

Art Camp
with Nancy Conlon
Monday-Friday, July 21-25
Ages 6-8, 10 a.m.-noon
Members $65, non-members $75
Pop-Up Books
Silvia Carrier
Monday-Wednesday, August 11-13
Ages 9-13, 10 a.m.-noon
Members $65, non-members $75
Children’s Victorian Life
Janice Kasper
Tuesday–Wednesday, July 29-30
Ages 8-12, 1-3 p.m.
Members $45, non-members $55
Photography: Then and Now
Dee Peppe
Monday-Friday, July 21-25, 9 a.m.-4
p.m.
Ages 11-18
$315 for all students
Limited to 6 students
Julia’s Gallery for Young Artists
Summer Exhibit: “Graffti”
Free to the public
“Building Bridges” Exhibit
July 5-19: Isle au Haut, Town Office
July 29-August 12: Matinicus, at the
Church
August 23-September 7: Islesboro,
Historical Society
September 13-27: Vinalhaven, Yellow
School House Gallery

Adults
Soft Pastel Painting
Sally Loughridge
Thursday-Friday, June 5-6, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Members $85 non-members $100
Watercolors at the Olson House
Carol Sebold
Tuesday –Thursday, July 8-10, 9 a.m.3 p.m.
Members $150, non-members $165
Limited to 15 participants

In Search of the Puffin
Karl Martens
Thursday, July 24, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Members $45, non-members $55
Limited to 15 participants
Port Clyde and Gamble Education Center
Painting on location at Schoodic
Point
Michael Vermette
Friday-Monday, August 1-4
Members $550, non-members $600
(includes room and meals)
Schoodic Education and Research
Center, www.acadiapartners.org
Limited to 12 participants
Between the Lines: Poetry Writing
Workshop
Kathleen Ellis
Monday-Friday, August 4-8, 10 a.m.-1
p.m.
Members $145, non-members $150
Museum library
Limited to 12 participants
Maine Media Workshops at the
Olson House
Sunday-Saturday, August 31September 6

Tours
DOCENT Walk in Tours
Tuesdays and Thursdays, July 8August 28, 11 a.m.
Historical Walking Tour of
downtown Rockland
Wednesdays, July 9-August 20,
4 p.m. (no tour July 16)
Free with museum admission.
Meet in main lobby.
More than Just Looking
Tuesdays, July 15-August 26, 1 p.m.
Free with museum admission.
Reservations required: 596-0949
Victoria Wyeth Tours at the
Farnsworth
Monday-Saturday starting August
1-August 16, 9:30 a.m., 11 a.m.,
and 2 p.m.
Cost: $8.00 (provides admission to any
or all of Victoria Wyeth’s tours)

For details about the Farnsworth’s exciting summer season of lectures, gallery talks and
tours, call 207-596-6457, ext. 146 or 103, or check online at farnsworthmuseum.org/education.
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2008 Schedule

COASTAL MAINE SCENIC TRAIN RIDES

